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Abstract. This work reports on the scattering of 11Be on 197Au at energies around and below the Coulomb
barrier. By experimentally identifying the elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and breakup channels, and com-
paring them with different calculations, valuable information on the 11Be structure and its B(E1) distribution
to the continuum are obtained. On top of that, a deeper understanding of the scattering process at low energies
is achieved for reactions of this kind, making these studies extendable to other loosely-bound systems like 17,19C.
1 Introduction
Low energy nuclear reactions have been a major source of
knowledge in the field of nuclear physics since its very in-
ception. With the constant development of new targets and
ion sources, more and more nuclei can be produced and
accelerated via the ISOL method, so low-energy nuclear
reactions can be used to study more exotic nuclei. Hence,
experimental techniques and theoretical approaches must
be revisited for new data and calculations to continue
providing significant contributions to the field.
⋆e-mail: vicentepesudo@tlabs.ac.za
It is well known that weakly bound nuclei, such
as halo nuclei, have a strong B(E1) to the states in the
continuum, which means that undergo breakup relatively
easily when exposed to a Coulomb field. This has been
thoroughly studied at intermediate and high energies
using heavy targets and restricting to very small scattering
angles, and the B(E1) to the continuum of halo nuclei has
been extracted [1–4]. These measurements, however, are
not straightforward and depending on the structure model
and the treatment of the nuclear component, the results
can differ significantly in absolute value, like in the case
of [2] and [4].
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This work is part of a series of experiments studying
reactions of light halo nuclei on heavy targets at energies
close the Coulomb barrier [5–14]. These experiments
aim at understanding the dynamics of reactions involving
a weakly bound light halo nucleus in a slowly varying
intense Coulomb field. The field is felt by the projectile
for a long time and adiabatic rearrangements can happen,
leaving it in a more favorable configuration to break up
and modifying the differential cross sections for the main
reaction channels. This work, first, shows the dominance
of the Coulomb interaction in this scenario and then
validates the method for extracting valuable information
on the reaction dynamics and structure properties (such
as B(E1) distributions) of weakly bound nuclei. This
property had so far mainly been obtained using high
energy beams and this is the first time that the full analysis
is consistent with former experiments performed at higher
energies [1, 4].
The case of 11Be ( jpi = 1/2+ in its ground state) is par-
ticularly interesting because it has a 1/2− bound excited
state at Ex = 320 keV and because the
10Be core is well
deformed (β2 = 0.67). The main reaction channels are,
hence, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and breakup
(S n = 0.5 MeV [15]). The experimental angular distribu-
tion of all of them, compared with different calculations,
provides very valuable information on the reaction process
and the structure of the 11Be projectile.
2 Experimental setup
The experiment was performed at TRIUMF, Vancouver,
Canada. The 500 MeV proton beam from the main
cyclotron hit a 20 g/cm2 Ta target in ISAC-II and the
11Be radioactive beam is extracted using the laser ion
source TRILIS. Two beam energies were chosen, one
around the Coulomb barrier (Ec.m. = 37.1 MeV, Vb = 40
MeV) and another clearly below the barrier (Ec.m. = 29.6
MeV). The average current on target was 105 pps.
Four silicon ∆E - E telescopes for the identification
of the charged ejectiles were placed inside the scattering
chamber (see Fig. 1). Three of them consisted on a 40
µm double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD) backed
with a 500 µm PAD and the fourth, at backward angles,
consisted on a 20 µm Single-sided silicon strip detector
backed with a 300 µm DSSSD. Having a DSSSD in ev-
ery telescope allowed us to have high granularity and res-
olution, separating the 11Be from the 10Be fragments af-
ter breakup in ∆E - E two-dimensional plots (see Fig.2).
The detectors were directly mounted on a printed circuit
board (PCB) and the PCB had been previously cabled to
the feedthroughs, reducing the risk of damage of the de-
tectors during the setup.
Around the scattering chamber there were 12 high-
purity germanium clovers of TIGRESS, each of them con-
sisting of four eight-fold segmented crystals. The coinci-
dence of the 320 keV gamma ray with 11Be fragment was
used to identify the inelastic scattering (Fig. 3), and the
Figure 1. CAD image of the setup, with the four silicon tele-
scopes mounted on a PCB. The pipe on the right hand side of the
caption correspond to the upstream side of the chamber.
Figure 2. Energy deposited in the back detector in the x
axis versus energy deposited in the ∆E detector in the y axis.
The 10Be and 11Be fragments, corresponding to breakup and
quasielastic scattering can be separated.
coincidence with the 279 gamma ray from 197Au for es-
timating the excitation of the target. The segmentation of
the germanium and silicon detectors allowed for a Doppler
correction of the 320 keV gamma ray emitted in-flight
(Fig. 4).
3 Theoretical models
The results are compared with optical model (OM)
calculations, first-order semiclassical calculations (the
equivalent photon method, EPM, from Ref. [16]),
continuum-discretized coupled-channels calculations
(CDCC) in which the 11Be was described using single-
particle states of the neutron with respect to the 10Be core,
and CDCC including the 10Be core excitation degree of
freedom (XCDCC).
The optical model calculation was performed using
central Woods-Saxon potentials for both the real and the
imaginary parts. In the semiclassical model the projec-
tile is considered to follow a classical Coulomb trajectory
and the E1 excitation is treated perturbatively, both for the
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Figure 3. Two dimensional plot with the coincidence with the
320 keV gamma ray depicted in red.
Figure 4. Raw and Doppler-corrected gamma spectrum in coin-
cidence with T1, the telescope at foremost angles.
inelastic scattering and for the breakup. Since the calcu-
lation is performed at first order, it does not account for
any rearrangement or adiabatic evolution of the incoming
nuclei.
Two CDCC calculations were also performed. The
first one uses a single particle (SP) structure model for
the 11Be, considering only the states of the neutron in a
spherical potential of a frozen 10Be core ( jpi = 0+). The
second one has an added level of sophistication and takes
into account that the neutron can be coupled to the 10Be in
its ground state, but also in a 2+ excited state. In the
model used (from Ref. [17]), the 10Be ground state has a
permanent deformation of β2 = 0.67 [18]. The coupling
with the 2+ state is included within the rotational model.
The ground state, for instance, will be an admixture
of |10Be(0+) ⊗ ν(s1/2)〉1/2+ , |
10Be(2+) ⊗ ν(d3/2)〉1/2+ and
|10Be(2+) ⊗ ν(d5/2)〉1/2+ . It is worth pointing out that
the first one is the actual halo configuration, since the
centrifugal barrier of the d orbit hinders the development
of the halo. For further details on the calculations, see
Ref. [19].
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Figure 5. Measured differential elastic scattering cross section
at (a) Ecm = 37.10 MeV and (b) 29.64 MeV, compared with the
CDCC and XCDCC calculations described in the text and within
an optical model using central Woods-Saxon potentials.
4 Discussion
The first remarkable feature is the deviation of the
elastic scattering cross section from Rutherford cross
section at very low scattering angles, even at energies
well below the barrier. This is an indication of strong
dipole polarizability [20] and a pattern often observed in
weakly bound nuclei, specially pronounced in halo nuclei
[11, 12]. In order to reproduce this behaviour within
the OM, unusually large values for the diffuseness were
needed (see table 1). The diffuseness gives an idea of the
steepness of the potential and such values are a signature
of the presence of long-range couplings.
Also within the OM, a study of the radius of sensitivity
was performed. It consisted on fixing the value of the
imaginary diffuseness to a certain value, and perform the
minimization releasing the rest of parameters. The χ2 of
the different minimizations is presented in Fig. 6, and in
Fig. 7 the imaginary part of the potentials obtained with
the different minimizations are shown. The fact that all
these potentials, minimized independently, cross each
other at a particular radius evidences that the reaction
is specially sensitive to the value of the potential in that
point. The sensitivity radius we obtain is Rs ∼ 35 fm,
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Table 1. Values of the parameters for the real and imaginary part
of the nuclear potential and χ2 obtained in the minimization. For
comparison, the optical model parameters for the scattering of
the core nucleus, 10Be, on 208Pb are also presented.
Core Ec.m. = Ec.m. =
10Be+208Pb [21] 37.10 MeV 29.64 MeV
V (MeV) 113. 14.0 9.2
rV (fm) 1.1 1.2 1.2
aV (fm) 0.6 3.1 3.8
W (MeV) 169 0.21 0.179
rW (fm) 1.196 1.2 1.2
aW (fm) 0.30 8.68 8.73
χ2 1.3 1.0
much larger than the sum of the radii of the colliding
nuclei: R(11Be) + R(197Au) = 7.3 fm + 7.0 fm = 14.3 fm.
This result is a clear indication of the importance of long
range couplings, i.e., of the dominance of the Coulomb
interaction.
Figure 6. Value of the χ2 obtained for different values of the
imaginary diffuseness around the minimum (aw = 8.7 fm).
For a proper comprehension of the information that
the CDCC and conveyed by the XCDCC, it is convenient
to discuss the other two reaction channels first. The in-
elastic scattering and the breakup cross sections are shown
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. One can see that the
EPM reproduces reasonably well the inelastic scattering
cross section at both energies, but fails in reproducing
the breakup cross section. Thus, the excitation to the
320 keV bound excited state can be understood as a pure
first-order E1 process, while the excitation to the states
in the continuum needs of higher-order couplings with
higher-order multipolarities.
The case of the CDCC is the opposite, the breakup
cross section is reproduced satisfactorily while the
inelastic one is not. For the breakup channel to be
reproduced, the model space that had to be considered
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Figure 7. Imaginary part of the potential obtained with the differ-
ent χ2 minimization shown in Fig. 6. The plot has been zoomed
in order to distinguish the crossing point of the different poten-
tials.
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Figure 8. Angular distribution of the inelastic differential cross
section of 11Be + 197Au, populating the 1/2− bound excited state
in 11Be for (a) Ec.m. = 37.10 MeV and (b) 29.64 MeV. Experi-
mental data compared with EPM, CDCC and XCDCC calcula-
tions described in the text.
in the calculation was large: states in 11Be with jpi
≤ 15/2± and excitation energies Ex ≤ 12 MeV were
included. The importance of both, high-order (including
continuum-continuum couplings) and high-multipolarity
couplings, was apparent. The total angular momentum of
the reaction, which is classically related with the impact
parameter, that needed to be included in the calculations
for obtaining convergence is also large, J < 1200, which
reinforces the conclusions obtained via the study of the
radius of sensitivity. Calculations varying the depth of
the nuclear potential by a 20%, were also performed,
clarifying the dominance of the Coulomb potential.
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Figure 9. Differential breakup cross section in the laboratory
frame at (a) Elab = 39.6 MeV and (b) 31.9 MeV. Experimental
data compared with EPM, CDCC and XCDCC calculations de-
scribed in the text.
On the other hand, the CDCC calculation clearly
overestimates the inelastic scattering. This mismatch
was expected, since the experimental B(E1) to the bound
excited state (B(E1 : 1/2+ → 1/2−)= 0.116 e2 fm2 [22])
is overestimated by a factor of two by the adopted single-
particle model, taken from Ref. [23]. The flux added to
this channel is mainly subtracted from the elastic channel,
which explains the failure of CDCC in explaining the
elastic data. This is not an intrinsic limitation of this
parametrization specifically, but of the SP model itself.
It is not possible to reproduce the three main outgoing
channels: elastic, inelastic and breakup, considering the
states of a neutron with respect to a frozen 10Be core.
A model that reduces the B(E1) to the bound excited
state, also reduces the B(E1) to the continuum. In this
context the development of the XCDCC formalism was
necessary [24, 25].
Introducing a more sophisticated model for the
11Be structure, both observables can be reproduced within
the same coupled-channels calculation. In particular, we
used for the 11Be structure a particle-rotor (PR) model
with the parametrization of Ref. [17]. The improvement
observed in reproducing the experimental data with
respect to the CDCC is because the PR model gives a
more realistic B(E1)than the SP model. The improvement
with respect to the EPM is because high-order continuum-
continuum couplings are included in the coupled-channels
calculations.
The slight overestimation in the inelastic cross section
by both the XCDCC and the EPM reinforces the value
for the B(E1 : 1/2+ → 1/2−) = 0.102 e2 fm2 obtained
by Kwan et al. in Ref. [26] over the previous value of
B(E1) = 0.116 e2 fm2 obtained by Millener et al. in
Ref. [22] and used in these calculations.
Fig. 10 shows the B(E1) extracted from previous
works at higher energies (Refs. [2, 4]) and the one
extracted from the structure models used in this work. The
model from Ref. [17] that explains all our observables,
reproduces the B(E1) obtained by Fukuda et al. in
Ref. [4]. The data in Ref. [2], despite following the same
pattern, differs in absolute magnitude, so this work has the
added value of disentangling this incompatibility. Another
interesting feature is that the 3.37 MeV gamma ray from
the decay of the 2+ to the 0+ ground state in 10Be was not
observed. Although there is a non-negligible contribution
of states above the energy of the 2+, the average excitation
energy is around 1 MeV (well below the 3.87 MeV that
would be needed for this decay channel to be open). This
observation, however, is consistent with the nucleus being
predominantly broken up from its halo configuration, with
the neutron coupled to the 10Be ground state.
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Figure 10. B(E1) strength distributions for 11Be. The experi-
mental data in the continuum are from the Coulomb dissociation
experiments of Refs. [2, 4]. The filled diamond represent the
experimental B(E1; 1/2+ → 1/2−) value (in e2fm2) between the
bound states of 11Be [22, 26] and the vertical bars the output of
the calculation. The theoretical distributions correspond to the
SP and PR models.
5 Conclusions
The three main reaction channels, namely, elastic scatter-
ing, inelastic scattering and breakup have been measured
and separated at energies around and below the Coulomb
barrier for the 11Be + 197Au reaction. The dominance of
the Coulomb interaction in this regime over most of the
angular range has been inferred independently via optical
model and CDCC calculations. The XCDCC calculation
reproduces all the observables simultaneously and, to-
gether with the experimental procedure presented here, is
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a powerful tool to understand the dynamics of the reaction
and are complementary to high-energy Coulomb breakup
measurements for determining structure properties of
the weakly bound nuclei involved, such as the B(E1).
The B(E1) obtained with Tarutina’s model in Ref. [17]
reproduces our data and the data measured in RIKEN at
intermediate energies, validating these results.
The reaction dynamics of the scattering process
are strongly determined by the slowness of the collision,
during which the weakly bound nucleus has time to evolve
adiabatically into configurations from which breakup is
specially favorable, enhancing this cross section with
respect to the pure first-order direct breakup.
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